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1. Event title: Positive Summit

2. Event page (URL): www.positivesummit.com 

3. Please summarize the key points and aspects from your event (max. 300 words): The POSITIVE 
SUMMIT was divided into two sessions:

1. Climate Positive Workshop (2 hours) - with 20 leading experts in carbon markets, removals and 
accounting. The remarks were as follow:
- Specific language is essential when making short commanding documents and requires conceding 
ideals to achieve the wider aims
- Actors from academia, and public and private sectors have a common goal to orientate themselves 
around and unify action. 
- Despite multiple common goals, these actors rarely get the chance to work together and share insights 
- Continue this type of workshop more often and have a public consultation
- There is a gap in the market for the pledge to unify high-level climate actors across scopes.
- Drafted the Stockholm Pledge to be Climate Positive with 4 core principles (attached)

2. Positive Summit (4 hours) - with 150 businesses and 2 Environment Ministers to discuss how to be 
Climate Positive and 
- Brought together a wide variety of businesses and actors and centered them around a common 
purpose: achieving the 1.5degree goal.
- Focused on the action going forward rather than just listing past achievements as is common at other 
events.  - Not just 'blah blah blah' and greenwashing
- Presented Sovereign Carbon (ITMOs) and framed it as part of the Paris Agreement including Article 6
- These new Sovereign Carbon credits are essential for Climate Justice.
- Offered a solution to purchase these ITMOs through www.redd.plus 
- Nordic countries are ready to purchase Sovereign Carbon
- Companies such as MAX Burgers are also ready to purchase ITMOs
- Achieving the Paris Agreement is impossible without protecting rainforests, as stated by the latest IPCC 
report 
- Two African Environment Ministers showcased that their countries that are planning to be Climate 
Positive: Democratic Republic of Congo and Gabon.
- The Congo Basin has more beneficial impacts than carbon sequestration including rainfall partners 
across Africa and the Americas.

4. Did your associated event feature a specific event outcome? If so, please select the appropriate 
category here: YES. PLEDGE >> The Stockholm Pledge

5. Description of event outcome (max. 150 words):  There were three main outcomes:
1. Launched the Stockholm Pledge (attached) to help countries, cities, companies, and citizens to go 
beyond net-zero, and increase ambitions for the Paris Agreement by being Climate Positive.
2. Sovereign Carbon was presented by the Coalition of Rainforest Nations to provide financial capital at 
speed and scale to countries.
3. Some countries are already Climate Positive and ready to trade Sovereign Carbon through 
www.redd.plus

6. Which transformative action has emerged out of your event? When formulating your action, please 
make it action-oriented by using the following structure: [Who] should do [what] by [when]: 

- A coalition of 20 organisations drafted and launched the Stockholm Pledge for consultation, to help 
achieve the Paris Agreement as rapidly as we can. The Stockholm Pledge can be found at 
www.stockholmpledge.com 

http://www.positivesummit.com
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- Many countries and companies want to trade Sovereign Carbon, which can already be purchased this 
year through www.redd.plus 

7. Which of the following issue areas does your event outcome contribute to? You can select 
multiple issue areas from the following list: 

- Transforming our relationship with nature
- Leveraging global, South-South and triangular cooperation
- Accelerating mobilization of finance

8. Press release of the event outcome: Yes. Attached.

9. Other relevant hyperlinks or additional documentation : The Stockholm Pledge 
www.stockholmpledge.com  www.redd.plus 

10. Other:
Partners & Sponsors
Fund Nature, Coalition for Rainforest Nations, REDD.plus, MAX Burgers, Noah Advisors, Zero Mission, 
World Climate Foundation.

About the Positive Summit
The Positive Summit aims to offer business, finance and tech solutions to accelerate our transition for a 
climate, nature, and planet positive future. It is based on the concepts of going Beyond Net-Zero. In light of 
the 50th Anniversary of the United Nations Environment Summit (Stockholm+50), the summit discussed how 
can we make all this happen and make sure that the next 50 years are sustainable. How we can go Beyond 
Net-Zero and contribute all we can to meet the Paris Agreement climate targets. The Positive Summit is an 
official side event of Stockholm+50.

http://www.stockholmpledge.com
http://www.redd.plus

